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Age relations observed on the preliminary geologic map of 
Venus quadrangle V40lGalindo (centered at lat 12.5' S., long 255'; 
1:5,000,000 scale) denote a clear age progression along a chain of 
arachnoids at about lat 5' S., long 260" [I]. The age progression may 
indicate that the surface has moved relative to a stable plume. The 
direction of movement is south toward a tessera high, part of the 
western "arm" of Phoebe Regio. Plains material (intermediate in age 
relative to the arachnoids) and some arachnoid flows embay the 
older tessera terrain. Farther south, behind the tessera high, 
opposite the arachnoids, is an extensional belt and a large volcano 
whose flows have partly buried the tessera. At first glance the scene 
is reminiscent of a terrestrial convergent plate margin with plate 
movement toward a tessera "arc," associated arc plutonism, and 
backarc spreading. When the altimetry data [2] is added into the 
equation, what is curiously absent is a subduction trough between 
the arachnoids and the tessera terrain. Also, younger plains and 
arachnoid flows that embay the older tessera are shown to be 
uplifted 500 m within an average 50 km of the tessera. Though the 
altimetry file must be skeptically examined at this point, it appears 
that uplift of the tessera continued after its partial burial by younger 
flows and that plate movement, if it is occurring, is behaving in a 
mixed style between that of a terrestrial non-contracted continental 
margin (having backarc spreading) and that of a continent-continent 
collision of an intracontinental margin (lacking a trench). Later 
extension perpendicular to the hypothesized plate boundary 
compression has rifted apart pieces of the Phoebe Regio tessera, 
resulting in isolated tessera highs separated by graben, coronae, and 
chasma. 
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